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SYNOPSIS

Baggage opens the stage and turns the spotlight on newly arrived teenage immigrants studying 
at Paul-Gérin-Lajoie-d’Outremont High School in Montréal. Through drama workshops, theatre 
production and deeply personal interviews, the film gives voice to their stories of immigration 
and integration. Their accounts move between an “elsewhere” and a “before” to become a 
”here and now”. With a wisdom well beyond their years that will leave no one unmoved, these 
students share poignant narratives about their journeys with compelling emotion and a disarm-
ing level of authenticity.
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AWARDS

2018 Glimmerglass Film Days — Audience Award
2018 Festival de cinéma québécois des Grands Lacs — Jury Award
2018 Festival Vues sur mer — Grand Prize & Audience Award
2018 Impératif français — Lise-Daniels 2017-2018 Award
2017 Rencontres internationales du documentaire de Montréal — Women Inmates’ Award
2017 Festival du cinéma international d’Abitibi-Témiscamingue — Télébec Award
2017 Festival de cinéma de la ville de Québec — People’s Choice Award for a Canadian feature film



CREDITS

SPECS

COUNTRY / QUÉBEC, CANADA
GENRE / DOCUMENTARY
LENGTH / 52 MIN
FORMAT / HD
RATIO / 16:9
SOUND / STEREO 
YEAR / 2017
ORIGINAL VERSION / FRENCH
BROADCASTER / TÉLÉ-QUÉBEC
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Original idea, text and mise-en-scène: MÉLISSA LEFEBVRE
Screenplay: PAUL TOM & MÉLISSA LEFEBVRE
Direction: PAUL TOM
Production: KARINE DUBOIS 
Cinematography: PAUL TOM  
Original Music: VINCENT LEFEBVRE
Editing: ALAIN LOISELLE & PAUL TOM 



MÉLISSA LEFEBVRE
ORIGINAL IDEA | TEXT | MISE-EN-SCÈNE | CO-SCRIPTWRITER

Graduated from the Université du Québec à 
Montréal in dramatic art teaching, Mélissa Lefebvre 
has written and produced many plays for various 
groups of students, always placing them at the 
heart of her creation. His keen interest in welcome 
classes’ students led her to carry out multiple 
projects, including the theatrical work Baggage, 
recipient of the Essor and Forces Avenir 2015-16 
Awards, as well as the documentary related to the 
play.

BIOGRAPHIES

PAUL TOM
DIRECTOR | CO-SCRIPTWRITER

Filmmaker specialized in animation and documentary 
films, Paul Tom is also a professional editor, a mu-
seum exhibition video designer, and a cultural me-
diation trainer for projects in various communities. 
Born to Cambodian parents in a refugee camp in 
Thailand, his favourite themes are: identity building, 
family relationships and everything related to the inti-
mate side of human being. His short films have been 
selected in some forty festivals around the world.
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KARINE DUBOIS
PRODUCER

Founder of Picbois Productions and an up-and-
coming producer, Karine Dubois’ released her first 
documentary about the reality of life in prison in 
2008. In 2011, in partnership with Radio-Canada she 
produced Le bruit des mots, a webdocumentary on 
teenagers discovering slam poetry in high school. 

A driven and multitalented producer, she has made 
her mark through her ability to produce docu-
mentaries as much for the Web as for the movie 
theatre or television screen. Her productions are 
known for the sensitivity of their approach, as well 
as their visual quality.

BIOGRAPHIES

PICBOIS PRODUCTIONS

Picbois Productions is an independent production company founded in August 2010 by Karine 
Dubois. Its mandate is to initiate, produce and distribute artistic creations that reflect on social 
or cultural realities.
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DISTRIBUTION

PARTNERS

www.picboisproductions.com
@PicboisProdPicboisProductions

DISTRIBUTION 
Picbois Productions
     distribution@picbois.com
     1 514 900-7663
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